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Improvements in the luminous efficiency of outdoor lamps
might not result in energy savings or reductions in
greenhouse gas emissions. The reason for this are rebound
effects: when light becomes cheaper, many users will
increase illumination, and some previously unlit areas may
become lit. We present three policy recommendations that
work together to guarantee major energy reductions in
street lighting systems. First, taking advantage of new
technologies to use light only when and where it is needed.
Second, defining maximum permitted illuminances for
roadway lighting. Third, defining street lighting system
efficiency in terms of kilowatt-hours per kilometer-year.
Adoption of these policies would not only save energy, but
would greatly reduce the amount of light pollution
produced by cities. The goal of lighting policy should be to
provide the light needed for any given task while
minimizing both the energy use and negative environmental
side effects of the light.

The United Nations has declared 2015 to be the
International Year of Light and Light-based
Technologies (UN IYL), for which issues of
sustainability and development are of central
importance. Because artificial lighting accounts for
an estimated 19% of all electrical energy use
worldwide1, changes in lighting can have a large
influence on energy consumption, carbon footprint,
and environmental effects. The most visible policy
response to excessive energy use for lighting has
been restricting sales of new lamps to “energy
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efficient” models with higher luminous efficiency.
During the IYL, for example, the European EcoDesign Directive (2009/125/EC) will ban sales of
Mercury vapor lamps, 18 million of which were
still installed for road lighting in Europe in 20072.
Unfortunately, policy-driven improvements in
efficiency alone are unlikely to reduce energy use
and CO2 emission, because they leave users free to
use more light.
In this forum, we discuss outdoor lighting, an
important component (~15-20%) of total
illumination that has been increasing globally at a
rate of 3-6% per year3,4. A period of rapid change
in installed road lighting is currently underway, so
the UN IYL offers a unique chance to make
lighting practices more sustainable. We present
three policy recommendations for outdoor night
lighting that would not only reduce energy use, but
would also mitigate an unintended consequence of
artificial light use outdoors: light pollution.
Background
Over the last decades, there has been a shift in the
reference points for night and darkness, as younger
generations are often not aware of past conditions.
These reference points serve as baselines for
human perception to assess environmental changes.
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The drift of baselines away from true natural
conditions, and the resulting change in perception
of differences, is called a shifting baseline
syndrome5. In the context of artificial light at night,
there are several shifting baselines. The first is our
understanding of what a “normal” night looks like.
The second is subjective perception of the
relationship between lighting environment and
safety and security. The third is decreased
experience using non-visual senses at night (e.g.
hearing and balance). These shifting baselines
explain how incremental changes over decades
have radically altered the night environment in
highly developed regions without most people
noticing: the cloudy night sky over cities is today
thousands of times brighter than it was while
nocturnal animals evolved6, and approximately
20% of the global population cannot see the Milky
Way where they live7.

lighting is appropriate for urban cores, but does not
reflect street use patterns or the desire for darkness
at night in areas where nearly everyone is sleeping.
Second, a considerable amount of light is emitted at
angles only slightly below the horizontal. This
practice allows increased pole spacing (reducing
the cost of installing the system), but it also means
that the scene contains highly glaring elements that
cause the eye’s pupil to contract, reducing
visibility. This glare is exacerbated for the
increasingly large fraction of older drivers who
have reduced eye transparency. Third, some
fraction of light is emitted upward, and this waste
light bears primary responsibility for the problem
of skyglow8.

%
Fig. 1: In only a few human generations, the nighttime
environment radically changed over large fractions of the
Earth’s surface. Photograph of the United States at night
from the International Space Station is courtesy of the
Image Science & Analysis Laboratory, NASA Johnson
Space Center (ISS030-E-55521).

From a policy standpoint, the purpose of outdoor
lighting is the same as indoor lighting at night: to
allow activity to continue after the sun has set.
However, whereas most people turn lamps off
when they sleep, much of the installed outdoor
lighting continues to burn until the arrival of dawn.
The forthcoming UN IYL celebrates the
remarkable advances in our ability to manipulate
light, and opens an ideal window-of-opportunity
for policymakers to reconsider nighttime lighting
strategies.

Light emitting diodes (LEDs) allow light to be
directed with unprecedented precision and control
over color. In contrast to traditional street lamps,
LEDs can be instantaneously dimmed to 10% or
turned off when light is not desired. While it may
make short-term financial sense, a simple
replacement of traditional luminaires with LEDs
will unfortunately not address all of the problems
of traditional street lamps. For example, problems
of glare are often more pronounced on LED-lit
streets both because of the extremely high
luminance from the point-like sources of most LED
lamps and their spectral character. The challenge
faced by 21st century policymakers is to provide
outdoor light where and when it is needed while
reducing costs, improving visibility, and
minimizing any adverse effects on plants, animals,
and humans caused through exposure to unnatural
levels of light at night9-11.

The first legislation to limit outdoor light began
several decades ago, in communities near
astronomical observing sites. It is only recently that
regional (e.g. Italian provinces like Lombardy) and
national (Slovenia 2007, France 2013) laws
regarding lighting have come into effect (see Table
S1). Such laws tend to focus on limiting the amount
of light that can be emitted directed upward into the
sky, mandating dimming or turning lights off at
certain times, or in some cases placing caps on the
th
City lights installed in the 20 century suffer from total number of lumens allowed. A selection of
three problems: First, dusk-till-dawn continuous
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norms and laws is included in the supplemental and energy) remains near 0.7% of gross domestic
Table S1.
product (~440 billion US$ in 2005), regardless of
lighting technology15. Policymakers should
Challenges%
therefore expect that without usage limits, reduced
13
Outdoor lighting policy has generally been lighting cost will increase illumination .
concerned with recommending minimum levels for
road surfaces (e.g. European Standard EN13201, Recommendations%
Table S1). Due to the high cost of electricity, much Our first policy recommendation is a transition to
lighting infrastructure in Europe is actually below need-based lighting. Lighting should only be
norm, so improvements in luminous efficiency provided where and when it is needed. Streetlight
make it easier to meet, or greatly exceed, these emission above the horizontal serves no useful
norms. Fig. 2 shows an example of a site over purpose, and should be prohibited to prevent
illuminated with “energy efficient” lamps.
skyglow8. Near-horizontal downward directed light
should be minimized to the greatest extent possible
to prevent glare. In many cases, more careful
distribution of light would allow a reduction in
illuminance, increasing visibility while saving
money and energy. In suburban and rural locations
with very little activity after midnight, LED lamps
could be dimmed to 10% of their flux until
morning traffic begins. Ideally, motion sensors
could be used to run lamps at high power only
during periods with activity. Many tens of millions
of streetlamps will be installed in the current period
of rapid change, and they are unlikely to be
% replaced for several decades. Lighting departments
should therefore be instructed to ensure that any
Fig. 2: Aerial photograph of newly installed lighting in
Rathenow, Germany (52°36.3′N 12°20.5′E). Under the luminaire replacements be compatible with the
new lamps, the illuminance of pedestrian crossings is 150 requirements of future adaptive lighting systems.
lux. This is far brighter than is needed, and the photo
demonstrates that it is also out of character with the
lighting in the rest of the city, where the illuminance has a
maximum of ~20 lux. Photo by C Kyba.

Such unexpected responses of humans to
management interventions are a key source of
uncertainty in the management of social-ecological
systems12. Technological innovations intended to
improve the efficiency of energetically costly
systems do not necessarily reduce energy
consumption or environmental impact. Cases where
higher efficiency leads to greater consumption
rather than reduced energy use are known as
rebound effects13. For example, although luminous
efficiency has doubled over the past 50 years in the
UK, per capita electricity consumption for lighting
increased fourfold14. Worldwide, the total cost of
light consumption (including the cost of both lamps
This%journal%is%©%The%Royal%Society%of%Chemistry%2012!
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Our second recommendation is defining maximum
illuminations. Studies are necessary to determine
context specific minimum light levels for activities
such as walking, or operating cars and heavy
equipment.
Standardization
bodies
should
synthesize this research, and provide not only
minimum light levels, but also define conservative
associated maximum values appropriate for an
area. Manufacturers and lighting departments will
have a stronger incentive to avoid over-lighting if
laws regulating maximum values are in place. In
the interests of transparency and good governance,
municipalities should annually report their light use
in terms of lm km-1 (lumens per km of roadway) for
each hour of the night.
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Defined maximum illumination levels will help
prevent a ratchet-like increase in illumination levels
over time due to the shifting baseline syndrome
(areas with newly increased illumination make
adjacent areas appear dark). It is also worth
considering the provocative idea that with modern
automobile headlights, lighting is no longer
necessary for traffic safety on every urban road.
Major energy savings would be possible if street
lighting were replaced with modest illumination of
pedestrian areas, paired with innovative techniques
for highlighting roadway hazards. For example,
enhanced contrast of illuminated crosswalks
against unlit streets could even improve
observation of pedestrians in conflict zones.
Policymakers and funding agencies should
therefore encourage the development and testing of
novel lighting concepts.
Our final recommendation is to adopt a new
definition of efficiency in urban street lighting.
The goal of lighting policy should be the efficient
provision of light: providing only the amount of
light required for a given task, while minimizing
negative environmental effect and energy use. This
concept is different from the narrow focus on
improving luminous efficiency that has dominated
development and policy in recent years1,13. In the
context of street lighting systems, a more
appropriate measure for reporting energy efficiency
is kWh(kmy)-1 of roadway (kilowatt hours per
kilometer-year). For any given street, this measure
allows apple-to-apple comparisons of radically
different lighting delivery systems. For example,
adaptive lighting systems that dim or turn off lamps
when not needed may use far less energy in a year
than traditional systems, regardless of the luminous
efficiency of the lamps involved.
Conclusions

The total energy required for street lighting has
continued to grow despite the fact that the luminous
efficiency of streetlamps has been increasing for
centuries. The annual cost of providing street
lighting worldwide is currently tens of billions of
dollars per year, and the costs of converting older
street lamps to high luminous efficiency LEDs will
4%|%Energy!&!Environmental!Science,%2014,%in%press%
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be
considerable.
Unfortunately,
complete
conversion to LEDs is actually unlikely to reduce
energy consumption, unless it occurs together with
policy designed to prevent rebound effects. By
adopting the three policy recommendations
outlined here, real reductions in energy use are
possible, without compromising the public
experience and use of outdoor lighting.
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Country, Region, City

Name, type

Year

USA, Arizona,
Flagstaff 1
USA, Arizona,
Flagstaff 2
Switzerland, Lucerne 3

ordinance

1958

city

search light embargo

Regulated type of
light
searchlights

code

1989/2011

city

lumen/acre

street lighting

illumination
concept

2008

city

Germany, Berlin 4

decree

2010

city

lighting level, switch-off
at 23:00, CCT = 3000 K
no color lighting
reduced lighting
intensity, warm white
light, switch-off 00:00
of facade illumination

facade illumination,
shop lighting,
street lighting
street lighting
facade illumination

Canada, Alberta,
Calgary 5

bylaw

2002/2008

city

lower wattage,
downward lighting

street lighting

Italy, Lombardia 6

law

2000

street lighting,

Spain, Canary Island
La Palma 7
Spain, Andalusia 8

decree

1988

decree

2007

province full cut-off fixtures,
luminances < 1 cd/m²,
30% reduction at 00:00
province full cut-off fixtures
blue light <15%
province zonification,
ULR<1% in E1

Italy, Alto Adigio 9

law

2011

street lighting,
facade illumination,
sports lighting

Slovenia 10

decree

2007

France 11

decree

2012

France 12

decree

2013

province inventory, full cut-off
fixtures
reduction 00:00-06:00,
luminances < 2 cd/m²
CCT < 4000 K
national full cut-off fixtures,
< 50 kWh/inhabitant
national switch-off at 01:0006:00
national switch-off at 01:00
1 h after office usage
regional < 1 lux on dormitory
window

Germany, light
recommendation
immission regulation 13

1993

Measures

outdoor lighting
street lighting

street lighting
facade illumination
advertising lighting
facade illumination
office illumination
room brightening
(through non-public
lighting)

Impetus
dark sky protection close to
astronomical observatories
dark sky protection close to
astronomical observatories
lighting design, environmental
protection, energy consumption
reduction
lighting design, environmental
protection, reduction CO2
emissions, energy
consumption reduction, road
safety
energy consumption reduction,
glare reduction, light pollution
reduction
dark sky protection close to
astronomical observatories ,
energy consumption reduction
dark sky protection close to
astronomical observatories
environmental and landscape
protection, dark sky protection
close to astronomical
observatories
environmental and landscape
protection, energy consumption
reduction
dark sky protection,
energy consumption reduction
energy consumption reduction,
reduction CO2 emissions
energy consumption reduction,
reduction CO2 emissions
light immission reduction
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European Union 14

norm

2003
2013
(proposal)

transnational

European Union 15

Ecodesign
directive
resolution

2009

transnational
transnational

Council of Europe
member states 16

1

2010

minimum illuminance
and luminance values,
homogeneity criteria,
maximum values
proposed
energy efficiency
quantification and
reduce light pollution
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street lighting

road safety, standardization

street lighting,
domestic lighting
outdoor lighting

energy consumption reduction,
reduction CO2 emissions
environmental protection, dark
sky protection, energy
consumption reduction
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